
Laa mie Brasyl Nane veih Bnr B!
Today I would like you to recall this easy lesson from our learning but we are going to use it a new 
way.
You are invited to stop and start the film and your parents can help you with ‘saying sentences’ like 
this…
 
Play it through and easily recall numbers and words for the animals
Suggestion 1) Nane/jees/tree/kiare/queig  - elefant, muc, rannag, lion, thunnag
 
Suggestion 2) Numbers on their own are fine and the words of animals but now if we put them 
together – it’s not so easy for the numbers one and two
                                Un elefant, daa vuc, tree rannagyn, kiare lionyn, queig thunnagyn
 
Suggestion 3) Note the computer/ICT letter’a’ where it occurs and doesn’t occur - Particularly 
included here for the word ‘nane’ – this was a deliberate computer skill I popped into this film – 
children see this often but we don’t write it – like the number one with a top lid – we leave this for 
the computer to do. We just need to know about it.
 
Suggestion 4) Making phrases into sentences with mathematical meaning.
Un elefant. Ta shen nane.
Daa vuc. Ta shen jees.
Tree rannagyn. Ta shen tree…. and so on (easier from here)
 
Suggestion 5) Look at the words for the numbers – what do they start and end with. Does the 
sound of the letter actually sound out in the word. Is this more common at the front or the end of 
the word. Tricky isn’t it. When they ask why doesn’t nane say ‘e’ at the end? It’s just language. All 
languages are tricky to navigate!
 
Suggestion 6) When you came across the next full sequence of 1 2 3 4 5 – make up a story with or 
without numbers. Keep stopping the film. Use Manx as much as you can.
Example. Un laa, haink Mnr Elefant dys thie muc beg. Ren ad goll magh dy cloie marish tree 
rannagyn ayns dubbey! Lurg shen, haink kiare lionyn as ren ad ooilley roie ersooyl dys dubbey 
elley marish queig thunnagyn. Cha ren ny lionyn gee ad! Phew!
This is hard but some of the children will enjoy this challenge.
Here is an easier suggestion: Ren elefant soie. Ta muc shooyl. With a plural: Ta ny muccyn shooyl. 
Rannagyn geayney…. And so on…
 
Suggestion 7) Play the film until you get to the ‘out of order’ part where it goes 2 3 1 – can they do 
it without correction (even using un and daa?)
 
Suggestion 8) Counting to 10 beyound the film and then back again without help. Let your child 
have thinking time. They will work it out.
Too easy – in twos then, from Zero and from one. And again return to Zero and one, from ten or 
nine. 0 2 4 6 8 10…. 1 3 5 7 9…. and return
 
At the end there is a part with a frog sitting and a yellow line underneath. Stop the film. Take out 
paper and write a sentence. Don’t forget a capital letter and the front, a full stop at the end and 
finger spaces in between the words. If your child is left handed – I usually cut out a finger for them 
from the sticky top bit of a post-it note (draw a finger on it) then they can lean of the sticky finger 
ensuring they get the space correctly, while not being able to see the previous written word.
 
If your child is gifted here and they are starting to write stories – go for it but please don’t correct 
every little thing. Focus on one thing – I will read your story back with you and check all the full 
stops and capital letter for example.
 



Thank you and I hope you get a lot out of this mini film with Manx numbers and animals, counting 
and reading, writing and storytelling/writing with a little bit of computer skills too.
 
Obviously – some children will progress through this well but it is progressive and meant to cross 
the year groups and levels within them. Only take the lesson as far as the child can comfortably go. 
We like learning to be achievable – not a chore. I hope you enjoy these ideas. Please add any of 
your own too.


